Electrical panel cover ideas

If you've been reading this blog from the start, you may remember we used to have our girls'
artwork displayed to cover up the old panel. I liked that solution for a time, but the pegboard
wasn't large enough to fit over the new panel. Plusâ€”I wanted something simpler, as the room
was feeling a little busy and chaotic. Isn't it funny how our tastes and needs can change in such
a short time?! The roadblock I was facing was that I couldn't find anything easily removable so
that we could access the panel, and something narrow enough that it wouldn't obstruct the light
switches. Thankfully, due to a stroke of luck and good fortune, I came across a hanging note
roll on Amazon. When I saw the measurements, I couldn't believe how perfect it would be for
this spot! I had also been planning on painting the back of our side door for a while, and used
some leftover paint from the girls' closet doors. To finish the project, I got rid of the busy yellow
doormat that I'd bought in a hurry when we moved in, and replaced it with a simple seagrass
mat. These hanging note rolls come in a few different sizes and you can also purchase
replacement paper rolls. Now we have a spot as a family to write little notes to each other, and I
love that we can just roll it up when we need access to the panel! With it being Thanksgiving,
we've been using it as a way to practice daily gratitude, but I'm thinking we could switch up the
theme depending on the season. All in all, this was a fun, quick pre-Thanksgiving project to
freshen up a spot in my home that has been bugging me for ages! A lot of projects take me a
long time to plan and implement, but sometimes it's possible to update a space in an afternoon.
I'd encourage you to look around your own home and see if there is a spot you could improve
without too much graft or budgetâ€”it's an uplifting thing to do and you may find a creative
solution to a problem in your home that surpises you! I recently gave my hanging note roll a
little update to give it a more streamlined look. I had seen this version in a friend's house and
liked that it was matte black and had a bar rather than clips to secure the bottom of the paper. I
knew the asethetic would work better in my mudroom than the one I have, but I couldn't justify
purchasing a brand new one. I painted it black using some leftover paint, and painted the top
wall mount and pole to match. Then after a coat of polyurethane, I attached the bottom bar to
the wall with a couple of washers between the wall and the bar to provide a small gap for the
paper to feed through. What do you think of the updateâ€”not bad for a dollar and some leftover
paint, right?! We've been working on these rules with the kids during this season of
homeschooling and it's helpful to have them in a place that we can all see them to remind
ourselves. If you like the more modern look but would prefer a less hands-on route than I took,
you could simply purchase the modern hanging paper version, but this worked out a lot
cheaper and I think it's definitely a comparable look:. There is also this version which is a little
cheaper, and has an inbuilt paper cutter at the bottom:. I'm a self-confessed homebird that's the
word we Brits use for a homebody! Sign up below to receive an email with your FREE checklist
templates to keep everyone organized, clean and tidy. Thanks for reading! I often use affiliate
links throughout my posts. Please know that I will never recommend anything that I don't
personally love. For more information please click here. When we built the guest house in our
backyard, we also had to update our small electrical panel to accommodate the extra breakers.
Actually, I think it was the addition of the hot tub that pushed us over the limit of our old panel,
but hot tub or no hot tubâ€”it was a good idea to upgrade it as we had added so much square
footage to the house. Of course, the new panel was a lot larger than the old one, and so I
wanted to find something that would cover up the utalitarian read: ugly panel. So how did I hide
my electrical panel? April Update I recently gave my hanging note roll a little update to give it a
more streamlined look. Finally, I updated the kraft paper with our new Green Family Rules: What
do you think of the updateâ€”not bad for a dollar and some leftover paint, right?! If you like the
more modern look but would prefer a less hands-on route than I took, you could simply
purchase the modern hanging paper version, but this worked out a lot cheaper and I think it's
definitely a comparable look: There is also this version which is a little cheaper, and has an
inbuilt paper cutter at the bottom: Looking for more simple updates to your home? Jude Green
Hi! Subscribe Need help keeping track of daily chores in your home? Disclosure Thanks for
reading! You Might Be Interested In. Every home has an eyesore. For many, it's an in-your-face
breaker box smack in the middle of the entryway wall or main living space. Sure, moving it out
of sight would be ideal, but it's a pricey endeavor. So instead of living with the big ugly, it's best
to disguise it. After two failed attempts at hiding a breaker box, one homeowner finally found
the right fix on the third try. She had an "aha! A small hack offered significant impact in making
her entryway an inviting spot in her home. You may think it's easier to hang a framed print over
the typically utilitarian gray door. Sometimes that's the best solution to hide an eyesore ,
especially in a small or narrow entryway where every square inch counts. But you need just the
right size and depth of a framed piece to make it work well. Here, the homeowner did not have
the perfect piece to hang over the offending door, even after trying to move the doorbell box
over an inch or two. Camouflaging a panel door may make matters worse, as it did with this faux

leather contact paper solution. For the homeowner, it was a total misfire that made the door
even more conspicuous. Getting the contact paper to lay flat was also difficult because of the
panel's rounded edges. This Ikea wall-mounted display case is just the right size to cover
common a inch by inch panel. Ikea has other cabinet styles in similar sizes you can use for the
same purpose. When installing a cabinet or any item over an electrical box, keep the door in
place, but make sure it can swing open once the cabinet is mounted. Measure carefully to
confirm that the door will fully open without being hindered by the cabinet. In addition, the
cabinet of your choice may be too deep. It's okay to cut the cabinet depth down. The
homeowner who installed this cabinet made cuts to the board before assembling the cabinet.
She cut it down from a depth of 9 inches to a depth of 4 inches. Cutting the depth of the cabinet
makes it easier to access the door to the electrical box and to clearly see the circuit breakers.
Melamine is a plastic coating that's easy to clean and maintain. But, cutting melamine is tricky.
Sawing through it in one pass will chip and splinter the material as shown on the top board. A
dull saw blade will also chip melamine. Before assembling the cabinet, the homeowner cut any
extra material off the exposed ends of the red boards that made up the frame but not the door.
She did so by drawing a line with a pencil that indicated where to cut off the extra material. She
then set the blade on her table saw to cut halfway through the board, as indicated in the photo
above. Cutting the melamine is generally a process that involves scoring the boards. The
homeowner varied the process here by cutting partially through the excess parts that needed to
be eliminated. But to greatly reduce any chipping on melamine, you can't make your cuts all at
once. The second step involves setting the blade to a scoring height on the other side of your
board that you haven't yet cut. A scored board should look like the photo above. After scoring,
the third step is to reset your blade for a full cut, flip over your board, and cut all the way
through your first incision. After cutting the four boards and assembling the frame and door
hinges, the homeowner added four large L brackets for mounting the cabinet on the wall. But,
she didn't want to drill any more holes in her wall to mount the cabinet. So she used a specific
method, shown next, to perfectly place the two brackets on the top and two on the bottom of the
frame so she wouldn't have to add any more holes in her wall. Carefully attach the brackets,
making sure that the holes of the hardware match exactly up to the existing holes in your
electrical panel's gray door that attaches the unit to the wall. To install, you first simply need to
remove the top two screws on the metal cover, align the holes with the cabinet's brackets, and
attach the cabinet. Do the same with the lower two screws and brackets to complete the
mounting of your cabinet over the electrical box. Make sure your cabinet is mounted straight on
your wall by placing a level on top of the cabinet. Gently adjust each screw until the display
case is level. Leveling a cabinet on a wall is an easy step that makes a big difference. The last
thing you want to see is a crooked cabinet. If you have a cabinet with a glass front, chances are,
you'll still be able to spot the ugly electrical panel. A sheet of decorative translucent window
film will easily fix the problem. The homeowner used a self-adhesive film in an elegant rice
paper pattern to cover the glass in the cabinet door. Look for a kit with a trimming tool and a
squeegee to help with the application of the film. The eyesore breaker box is now beautifully
concealed and yet easy to access. The homeowner mounted shoe cabinets to the wall below the
cabinet in about the same depth as the red cabinet to create a finished destination spot in her
entryway. First Failed Option: Artwork. Continue to 2 of 14 below. Second Failed Option:
Contact Paper. Continue to 3 of 14 below. The Perfect Ikea Hack. Continue to 4 of 14 below.
Measuring for Clearance. Continue to 5 of 14 below. Avoiding Damaged Melamine. Continue to 6
of 14 below. Part One: Cutting Melamine. Continue to 7 of 14 below. Part Two: Cutting Melamine.
Continue to 8 of 14 below. Hanging the Cabinet. Continue to 9 of 14 below. Using Existing Holes
to Mount the Cabinet. Continue to 10 of 14 below. Leveling the Wall Cabinet. Continue to 11 of
14 below. Using Decorative Film on Glass. Continue to 12 of 14 below. Choosing Self-Adhesive
Window Film. Continue to 13 of 14 below. Installing the Hinges. Continue to 14 of 14 below. The
Beautiful End Result. Related Topics. Read More. Easy Generator to Home Hook Up: A
generator is a core component to many people's emergency preparedness plans. Maybe you
have a cool charcoal powered or a multi-fuel generator. However many fail to think through how
exactly they will power the items they want to run when the gâ€¦. Price is for both doors! All
sliding barn doors are custom made to YOUR dimensions. We do not keep any size doors in
stock. All you do is provide us with the dimensions of the door you need and we take care of the
rest. When ordering stain please refer to Minwax colors when checkingâ€¦. Hinge canvases over
your electrical panel to hide it, but still have access to it. Next project in our house to hide the
electric panel in the dining room! Ugly electrical switch box between the bedroom and
bathroom? Not anymore! We found a canvas to fit, discovered the inner artist and the p How to
hide an electrical panel box! Okay is it just me, or are vintage ladders everywhere Earlier this
week I caught Houzz's Ideabook featuring 12 ways to use vintage ladders and just loved all the

dreamy images! Their feature led me to some more ideas for using vintage ladders at home. So,
I'd like to devote this week's Head Over Heel's post to Vintage Ladders and their versatility! May
they happily be in households everywhere! Next time Love, love, love this idea!!! What a great
way to hide and decor your breaker box!!! Im so going to do this!!! Emergency Generator Diy
Generator. Emergency Preparedness Plan. I do not think that they are supposed to be covered
Also, quite likely they cannot be higher because they must be reachable by someone in a
wheelchair. An idea I am going to use for my same situation is to find a ready made or custom
made magnetic board for reminders, grocery lists, recipes and etc. If you have stainless
appliances it will go well with them too. Need help looking for coverings and screen ideas..
Please help,I need ideas on how to cover-up,hide the range hood ducting. Need hide away
ideas. Using them as a magnet board is really bad advice. The covers on the panels should only
be used to open them to access the breakers. They shouldn't be used to write on or stick things
to. There is no requirement that circuits be reachable by someone in a wheelchair or a short
person. Code has a max height for the top of the circuit box. Don't put them outside. Recently,
there have been some incidents where thieves shut off the electricity to the house and robbed
the homeowner when he went out to check on the box. I think there is a consensus: painting
them the same color as the wall, leaving the latches unpainted. I would speak with an electrical
inspector before sticking magnets, etc on it. BTW that is one gorgeous laundry room! Looks
nicer than a lot of kitchens shown on houzz and any I will ever have! But there's a lot of
removable wallpapers to choose from. You could do the whole wall or just the boxes. If you put
up half curtains wouldn't that block enough of the view in? Would certainly go with style of
cabs. Plus would give some privacy. Poor location for breaker boxes! They are too low to put a
face frame and door over them as what we would normally do. I would just paint them the same
color as the wall to help them blend. Hanging anything over them will look odd for one and two
they will obstruct your drawer from opening. I like the chalkboard idea; it's practical and useful.
However, when I first looked at the wall, I saw 2 old vintage shutters to cover each - not large,
just enough to cover them. It would go well with the farm sink. You really had a lot of responses.
Since it is a country style laundry room, why not paint it to look like your other windows. Have
someone paint the same kind of panes as the other windows with a scene in the background
flowering tree or fern Then have them faux molding around it so it looks like a window. If you
choose to hang any type of canvas or art over them, I would suggest using Command hook and
loop strips. That way they are easily removed and put back on anytime you need to access
them. The canvas art makes good sense as they are lighter than other types of wall hung art.
The panels will probably allow for magnets. Why not put beautiful post cards or pictures or
photos up with beautiful magnets you collect or maybe matching magnets. Put faux cabinet
door over existing panel door, to look like rest of cabinetry. Or paint them a nice color with or
without design that goes with your kitchen decor. If your issue is simply that they are visible
from the outside, paint them to match the wall color and it will be camouflaged. They are so
close to the counter so covering with a painting would look awkward. I have the same situation
in my laundry room. I bought some chalk board decal paper and covered them. Then I took a n
exacto knife and cut the around the door and handle so it could open. It is not flat, but the whole
family used colorful chalk markers and drew something, so you don't really notice that. It was
very cheap and easy. I actually had my 12 year old daughter who is very creative do it. True
about the potential issue in case of fire. Painting them will make them stick out even more. Also,
when we got our new breaker box this year, the electrician told us the metal is a special type of
metal would basically have to be powder coated for anything to stick to it. I don't think magnets
are going to do anything to it. Its electricity, not bluetooth. Either way, its a laundry room, isn't
supposed to be somewhat utilitarian? I vote for painting them. Any item hung would be to low
and would interfere with the drawer anyway. A completely different idea.. White or natural would
suit and I would also just paint the panels. I think there is something being overlooked here. The
electrics to and then in your house is a major aspect of your life. While we have been sold on
many other decorative concepts, well designed electrics is a major plus to any home often not
elaborated on. Many houses have just the code minimum at best. Now the panel just happens to
be the point of control and in the future may very well include features that today's technology
demands. There is no reason your panel door cannot deliver info to you that even refrigerators
are giving us today regarding their operation. Electrical usage etc could be shown as well as
what circuits are bleeding your pocket book without you knowing. But in the meantime the code
doesn't want these units covered up as they have a purpose and if you ever need someone to
turn off a circuit you don't want them taking all day to find it because you thought it was ugly
and useless. You don't want to mask it either Just get a magnet and attach a small photo and
there is nothing wrong with painting it either. The next time your power goes out think about
using your panel and shutting off allot of circuits to prevent a surge from hitting your

appliances or turning off some circuits when you go away to keep that entertainment center
from using power for a few weeks while you are off entertaining yourself somewhere else.
Finally for some, think about getting a new one with updated breakers! Bought a piece of
stretched canvas and painted it white. Wrote laundry related words with a magic marker. Hangs
on the top ridge of the breaker panel. How about framing it and then painting where the doors
are with the special blackboard paint and using it as a chalk board? Hide it in plain sight? Or
cork over the doors and use as a cork board for kids art or memos or shopping lists?? Frame
them and enjoy wonderful magnetic boards. You should also be able to use dri-erase markers.
Consider framing in a bright cheerful color. Your safest bet is to paint them the same color as
the wall so they visually disappear. I'd not add anything else to them to emphasize them -- that
defeats the very purpose of your efforts to "decorate" them. I'd NOT do anything that could not
quickly be removed or anything that requires nailing into the wall anywhere near the panels.
Some small chalkboards and mirrors and note holders also have magnetic backs. I, too, love
your laundry area. I think the idea of a chalkboard would be useful either use chalk paint and
paint the doors or get a framed chalkboard at Home Goods. Also, you could get a large poster
with a laundry motif and have it framed. How about mod-podging an enlarged photo or poster
onto the doors? Or you could do the same with different laundry room signs. Make your own on
your computer then go to a print shop and have it enlarged before applying to doors. Good luck.
One of the above comments suggested signaling that "here are the breaker boxes. You do not
want to camouflage them or you may invite trouble in an emergency. Electrical panels go where
they go, somewhat like sewer cleanouts and utility meters. Many factors determine the location
and changing that location is rarely justified. It may be possible to move a panel a few feet
without tremendous expense hundreds instead of thousands of dollars but the panel must be
within 5 feet of the entry point to the house or other rules apply. I recently had a panel moved a
short distance as part of an upgrade from A to A service. It was neither cheap nor easy but
appropriate under the circumstances. Sign In. Join as a Pro. Send a Houzz Gift Card!
Most-Loved Rugs. Bright, Bold and Trendy Rugs. Oversized Area Rugs by Hue. Design
Dilemma. Need help for ideas to cover or hide these breaker panels? The best location for our
breaker panels was in our laundry room. We thought that would be the best spot and out of any
main room. However we didn't realize that you would be able to see the panels when you drive
up into the driveway and it's going to keep eating at me. Couple of photos of the space below.
Would like some ideas on to address this? Email Save Comment Featured Answer. Maybe just
paint them white so they blend into the wall? Like 53 Save. Sort by: Oldest. Newest Oldest. See
45 more comments. Like 1 Save. Related Discussions Need help looking for coverings and
screen ideas.. This is going to sound like an ad, but I have no vested interest in them at all. I just
saw a link for Magic Mesh screens that might help for the doors, though it doesn't look like it
would keep pets in. Check them out. There are also retractable screen doors that might work for
you. I am probably going to be replacing 2 of my 4 64" windows with French doors opening to a
screen porch. I have thought about blinds inside the French doors, or separate blinds for the
doors to match what I have at the remaining windows. Maybe there is a way to attach the blinds
at the bottom of the door so they stay in place when the doors are opened. Please help,I need
ideas on how to cover-up,hide the range hood ducting Q. Ducts for hood vents should run as
straight as possible. Every turn increases turbulence and noise and reduces throughput. The
transition of circular cross section to a rectangular hole in the ceiling is also questionable and
ugly as sin. Seems there is also some sort of wire tacked to the wall nearby?? This installation
may not meet the vent hood manufacturer's specs or the building code. Worst case, it may not
even vent outdoors! I'd get a quote on what it would take to route the duct correctly. Once the
functional and code issues are corrected, the top can be patched in a simple manner as it is not
visible normally. Then you just need oak doors or an oak panel to cover up the whole shebang
or hopefully help dim the memory of what you've seen. Given this appallingly shoddy work, I'm
wondering what else has been done wrong that is harder to detect. I would consider having a
very thorough inspection done. I'd also speak to a lawyer about possible recourse against your
builder. A good real estate lawyer can let you know whether the flipper can be pursued legally
and whether it makes sense. Please don't assume that it's not worth it or not possible;
investigate now to have a chance to protect your rights. It's sellers like this who give flipping a
bad name Shiny, trendy backsplash tiles and "quality" oak cabinets to distract the eye from the
wretched work behind them. Don't get me wrong, I quite like the tiles I just do not know if it
makes sense to take off paneling and then put more paneling on instead. Do you think if you
painted your colors that you would like this wall? Make the bottom a shade of gray and the trim
could be white and then a lighter shade of gray on the top? Need hide away ideas Q. I can think
of how a false ceiling could work well in a small space to cover up a scuttle hole or even a
pull-down stair to the attic. If the access is in a little hall or vestibule you could run some some

type of moulding - even a flat 1x - far enough below the ceiling framing to have a lowered ceiling
panel made out of whatever material suits you sheet rock, plywood, or wood boards - on a
frame that fits in the opening you create with the moulding. That moulding will act as a shelf to
hold the panel in place and the frame will keep it rigid. The fact that it is lower than the ceiling
framing will allow you to push it up and angle the panel enough to remove it and reveal the attic
access. If you do it right, no one will know! Another easy way to hide smaller things would be
with built-in cabinetry. You could have false backs and bottoms. If you're going to build a new
cabin, make hiding space between walls part of the plan. Donna Ken 5 years ago. Paint them the
wall colour and use as a magnetic board. Like 2 Save. Like Save. Go to a craft store and buy a
frame that will go around them both. Paint them with chalkboard paint or whiteboard paint then
you can write on them. Stencil or paint some design around them. Paint them the same colour
as the wall and they will blend right in! Like 3 Save. Maybe also consider painting them the color
of the cabinets? The frame gives them a shaker feel; if you leave the latches unpainted then
from the driveway they might blend into the other cabinets. Marty Peach Nikolaus 5 years ago.
Lisa Williams 5 years ago. Lisa R 5 years ago. I would paint them with chalkboard paint. If you
can see that area when you enter; then, use it to remind yourself of things,, I. Frame out all of it
except where the counter and drawer area. Natalie Barone 5 years ago. Chalkboard on a hinge.
You can have fun and change the scenery on occasion. This has been a very long thread, with
basically three suggestions, paint them, cover them, build a cabinet around them. Is there a
reason why they can't be relocated if you don't like them in this area, which I agree is kind of
unsightly. Your laundry room is beautiful. Can't the panel be relocated outside, in a closet, in a
garage? Ours are on the side of the house and we just paint over them. Cait Armstrong 5 years
ago. I'm going to try just painting them first to see how that turns out. We are not able to
relocate them too costly for one and this is the best location for the panels inside the house.
Maureen 5 years ago. Like 6 Save. Kay Kitchens-Poindexter 5 years ago. Cheryl 5 years ago. I
agree with the canvas idea. Although, I would have two individual photos and paint the panel so
you won't see the gray in between. Don't forget Pinterest for photo ideas. Try not to place
anything heavy over the panels, it will just make things more difficult down the road. Love your
laundry room enjoy! Fold out ironing board behind cabinet doors. Steve Cantrell Design and
Drafting 5 years ago. Hang curtains, frame the doors and play up hazard stickers on the doors.
Have fun with it. Moyer Woodworks 5 years ago. Sharon 5 years ago. Linda 5 years ago. I have
had panels moved from inside my hall closet to outside at the side of my home. We also have a
panel in the garage. Painting seems like the easiest way to reduce the visual impact, but doesn't
make the panels look less like what they are, and that I gather is the mission. Stop thinking
about covering the whole panel, but just enough to alter their appearance. For example, there
are some interesting, arty looking things being done on sheets of tin. Dimensional letters are
popular now. I would try painting them the same as the wall. They are too low for a picture, and
doors would look out of place next to the cabinet. Just my thoughts. You can always cover them
with doors etc if the paint doesn't work. Who'd have thought this dilemma would generate so
many comments? No kidding I ask for for advice on more pressing matters in the house and its
hard to get this much feedback. This is just so a small thing that is bugging us and we were
hoping we would get a little feedback. I really do appreciate all the advice given. Electrical
panels shouldn't get hot unless there is a wiring problem. Related Stories. Keep wires under
wraps for a neater-looking home office or media center, with wall panels you make to your exact
taste. Somewhere between hiding the tube in a cabinet and letting it rule the room are these 11
creative solutions. Its easy to be discreet when you've got cabinets, panels and high-tech TV
hiders like these. Clever concealing and distracting tactics help put your home's best face
forward. By Mary Jo Bowling. No one wants to see those trash and recycling bins. So where do
you stash them while you wait for the garbage truck? Show us your designs! What you don't
know about your home could cost you during a remodel. Here's what to plan for. Save money
on electricity and reduce your carbon footprint by installing photovoltaic panels. This guide will
help you get started. Depth, width, proportion and detailing all contribute to the comfort and
functionality of this transitional space. Updating to Upper cabinets? Just tile? Paint color
suggestions for recently updated fireplaces and cabinets 0. United States. Skip to main content
of over 2, results for "electrical panel cover". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. Amazon Certified. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon Global Store. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 9 left in
stock - order soon. In stock on March 11, Amazon's Choice for electrical panel cover. Best
Seller in Binding Screws. Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Panel Lockout - Two Complete Sets,
FREE Shipping. Electric and Plumbing Service Doors. Best Seller in Circuit Breaker Panels.
Electrical Plumbing Panels. Wall Ceiling Hole Cover Plate. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only
5 left in stock - order soon. Related searches. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

